PAEKDUSAN (p376)
Explore the peninsula’s highest peak, a sacred volcano with a beautiful crater lake

PYONGYANG (p361)
Tick off the North Korean capital’s monumental structures while snatching glimpses of everyday life in the secretive state

KUMGANGSAN (p375)
Hike amid the Diamond Mountains, home to a lagoon, waterfalls, mineral springs and Buddhist retreats

SEORAKSAN NATIONAL PARK (p182)
Follow the trails through this park’s beautiful mountains and forests, a blaze of fiery colours come autumn
Enjoy the spectacular volcanic landscapes of this activity-filled holiday island

Be dazzled by Baekje dynasty tomb treasures

Get dirty on the west coast’s best beach during its nine-day mud festival held every July

Dive into South Korea’s hyperdynamic, increasingly eco-friendly capital, a showcase for the country’s traditions and forward thinking

Marvel at the limestone wonders of this cathedral-like cave, one of Asia’s largest

Feel the chill of the Cold War at two different points on the 240km-long DMZ separating North and South Korea

Savour the spectacular Lord of the Rings–style scenery of this remote and rugged volcanic island

Slip back in time wandering the lanes of this charming village of traditional mud-walled and timber-framed houses

Shop in the world’s largest department store, explore the bustling fish market or do a temple stay at Beomeo-sa

Explore the temples, pagodas and royal tombs of what was once the capital of the Shilla kingdom

Enjoy the spectacular volcanic landscapes of this activity-filled holiday island

Dive into South Korea’s hyperdynamic, increasingly eco-friendly capital, a showcase for the country’s traditions and forward thinking

Marvel at the limestone wonders of this cathedral-like cave, one of Asia’s largest

Feel the chill of the Cold War at two different points on the 240km-long DMZ separating North and South Korea

Savour the spectacular Lord of the Rings–style scenery of this remote and rugged volcanic island

Slip back in time wandering the lanes of this charming village of traditional mud-walled and timber-framed houses

Shop in the world’s largest department store, explore the bustling fish market or do a temple stay at Beomeo-sa

Explore the temples, pagodas and royal tombs of what was once the capital of the Shilla kingdom

Enjoy the spectacular volcanic landscapes of this activity-filled holiday island

Dive into South Korea’s hyperdynamic, increasingly eco-friendly capital, a showcase for the country’s traditions and forward thinking

Marvel at the limestone wonders of this cathedral-like cave, one of Asia’s largest

Feel the chill of the Cold War at two different points on the 240km-long DMZ separating North and South Korea

Savour the spectacular Lord of the Rings–style scenery of this remote and rugged volcanic island

Slip back in time wandering the lanes of this charming village of traditional mud-walled and timber-framed houses

Shop in the world’s largest department store, explore the bustling fish market or do a temple stay at Beomeo-sa

Explore the temples, pagodas and royal tombs of what was once the capital of the Shilla kingdom

Enjoy the spectacular volcanic landscapes of this activity-filled holiday island
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